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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the vibration isolation problem as it applies to spaceborne interferometers, and presents
evidence that vibration isolation will be a required technology fol these instruments. A hardware solution to the
spaceborne interferometer isolation problem is offered with experimental evidence of its effectiveness.
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1. IN1’ROI)UCTloN
Spaceborne interferometers will provide high astrometric accuracy with significant mass savings over full
aperture systems. Figure 1 is a simplifk!d diagram of a spaceborne interferometer. The instrument collects light
from a single stellar target using collecting optics that are separated by the length of the instrument structure. Light
from both sides of the instrument is reflected off a like number of surfaces, and is combined at the beam combiner,
where an interference fringe pattern is constructed. The interfered light is satnpled by the fringe detector, and
astrometric information concerning the target star is extracted. For a more in-depth discussion of optical
interferometry, the reader is directed to Ref. 1.
There are two types of errors which affect spaceborne interferometer fringe visibility: wavefront tilt, and optical
path difference (OPD) error. Wavefront tilt occurs when light reflected frc)m one edge of a surface arrives at the beam
combiner at a different time than the light reflected from the ot})er edge of the same surface. 1 Interference fringe
visibility is reduced because light from a single wavefront is not present at the combining optics at the same time.
OPI) error occurs when the distance travelled by the stellar light from the target star to the beam combiner through
one side of the interferometer is different than the distance travel led through the other side. These errors have static
(due to instrument pointing errors) and dynamic (due to structural vibrations) components. This paper focuses
primarily on the effects of dynamic errors.
Sources ofvibration (for example, the reaction wheel
assembly (RWA)) attached to the space interferometer
will tend to drive the lightly damped resonances of the
instrument structure. These vibrations will disturb the
optical path, causing dynamic wavefront tilt and OPD
errors. The Control Structure Interaction (CS1) team at
JPL has developed a multi-layer control strate~~ tc)
maintain sufficient fringe visibility in spite of these
structurally amplified vibrations. The first control layer
is optical control, where fast steering mirrors and active
delay lines are used in high bandwidth disturbance
rejection control systems to correct wavefront tilt and
2
OPD errors, respectively. . The optical control layer is
very effective at low frequency, however, lightly damped
modes of the spacecraft structure tend to couple destructively with the controllers at higher frequencies.
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Fig. 1. A sitnplificd diagrmn of a spaceborne interferometer.

To combat the effect ofcontrol-structure interaction, elements Of the structure arc replaced in strategic locations
by damping devices to attack plant resonances that tend to reduce the amount of feedback available to the optical
control systems. Structural damping elements can either be passivea or active 4, Structural damping has the added
effect of reducing the net vibration level of the spacecraft, but this is of less importance than “treating” the optical
controller plant. With the structural control layer in place, the unavoidable effects of photon count, digital sampling
delay, and optical actuator resonances set the optical controller bandwidth limit (typically between 100 Hz and
1. kHz).
To attenuate wavefront tilt and OPD errors remaining after the optical and structural layers are implemented,
sources of vibration (RWAS) are separated from the instrument by a vibration isolation system. The torque
transmission of an ideal RWA isolation system is shown in Fig. 2.5 The ideal isolator provides a rigid connection
between the RWA and the spacecraft over the bandwidth of the attitude control system (ACS), and provides an
infinitely compliant connection at higher frequencies, where unwanted reaction wheel harmonics reside. This
isolation system would be quite ditllcult to realize.
One method of providing realizable vibration isolation is to suspend the RWA on soft springs. The torque
transmission for a soft suspension is shown in Fig 3. Vibration amplification due to the ‘(bounce” mode of the
suspension is undesirable, and can be attenuated through the ap]dication of a damping agent to the suspension
system.
Another isolation method is to separate the RWA and the spacecraft by a mount consisting of stiff actuators and
sensors. Broadband feedback can be impknnented in an attempt to artificially realize the torque transmission of the
ideal mount, but this would be difficult to achieve due to stability issues related to the large feedback requirement.5
Narrowband feedback can be used to “notch out” torque transmission at the ei.gen-frequencies of critical structural
modes. Narrowband tracking filters can be employed to follow RWI’A harmonics as the wheel speed changes. The
torque transmission for the stiff actuator mount using narrowbalid feedback is shown in Fig. 4.
The vibration isolation capability of the soft mount can be enlkanced by the presence of either stiff actuators in
series with the springs (Fig. 5), or soft actuators in parallel with the springs (Fig. 6). Broadband feedback could be
used to artificially reduce the bounce mode frequency of a moder:itely stiff suspension system, and hence increase
isolation performance. Narrowband feedback could be implemented to increase the ‘(passive” isolation performance
at critical frequencies. Figure 7 shows the torque transmission of the soft suspension with active augmentation.
Several vibration isolation systems have already been developed. Intelligent Automation, Inc. has constructed
and tested a 6.degree-of.freedom (dof) active isolator using st,iff ‘1’erfenol-D magnetostrictive actuators.6 An RWA
isolation system using 10SSY springs (viscous fluidic dampers) wa~, built by Honeywell, Inc., and flown on the Hubble
7
Space Telescope. The CSI team at JI?I, has developed narrowband tracking isolation control systems using a soft,
8
single-do fvoice coil actuator. A discussion of the JPL CSI 6-dof vibration isolation system appears later in this text.
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2. SPACETIORNE INTERFEROMWrEl% ISOLATION PROBLEMS
Proposed spaceborne interferometers can be segregated into two types based on the relative location of the
vibrating sources and the desirecl quiet components.
2.1 Noisy box interferometers
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Noisy box interferometers are typified by discrete
optical components distributed across a long spacecraft
structure. An example of a noisy box interferometer is
the Ort~iting Stellar Interferometer (0 S1)9, shown in
Fig. 8. ‘1’hese instrutnents employ high bandwidth, high
dynamic range optical disturbance rejection control
systems to attenuate both OPD and wavefront tilt
errors. Some noisy box interferometers utilize articulating collecting optics to feed stellar light into the instrument.. This reduces the attitude control system requirement of precisely pointing the entire spacecraft at the
target star.
The isolation system task applied to noisy box interferometers is to attenuate vibration transmission from
the noisy box (RWA) to the quiet spacecraft structure)
primarily at high frequency where the optical control
systen[s lose effectiveness. Figure 9 shows a simplified
diagram of the noisy box interferometer isolation problem.
Other examples of noisy box interferometers are the
Laser Stabilized Imaging Interferometer (WII)lO, and
the S1 nail 0S1 for ATarrow-angle Astrometry with Two
Apertures (SONATA). 1]
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2.2 Quiet box interferometers
The quiet box interferometer is characterized by a
self-contained instrument attached to a spacecraft bus.
In contrast to the noisy box interferometer, this instrument does not em]}loy high bandwidth optical disturbance rejection control systems or articulating collecting
optics. Figure 10’is a diagram of the F’recision Optical
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The isolation system task for quiet box interferometers is to attenuate disturbance transmission from the
vibrating spacecraft ShLlChrt2 into the quiet box (interferornete] ). Additionally, the isolation system may be
required to provide a precision pointing functionality to
augment the accuracy of the spacecraft attitude control
system. The quiet box interferometer may also employ
a second isolation system to attenuate disturbance t ransmission from the RWA to the spacecraft bus, as in the
noisy box problem. Figure 11 shows a diagram of the
quiet box interferometer isolation problem.

Another example of a quiet box interferometer is the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory’s Newcomb.13
3. REQUIREMENTS DISCUSSION
This section will discuss interferometer fringe visibility loss as a function of OFT) stability and instrument
pointing accuracy. Wavefront tilt errors also cause fringe visibility loss, but the stability requirement tends to be
less stringent than that of OPDl, and thus will not be addressed in this paper.
3.1 OPD stability
Maximum acceptable fringe visibility loss due to OPD vibrations is assmnecl to be 1%, From Colavita,14
V=e - ““”d

22
I

(1)

From eqn. 1, an OPDjitter (~opd ) of 0.14 radians, rmsresults in a fringe visibility(V) of 99%. Assuming an average
stellar wavelength of 0.55 pm (v]sible light), this corresponds to a ~naximum allowable OPD uibration of 12 nm, rms.
This is a fairly standard OPD stability value; it is applicable to ]nany proposed spaceborne interferometers.
3.2 Pointing accuracy
Quiet box interferometers do not employ articulating collec~ing optics. Thus, the entire instrument must be
precisely pointed at the stellar target. From Ref. 15, the required pointing accuracy for the POINTS instrument is
5 nanoradians. Since the POINTS attitude control system deadl)and will likely be greater than 5 nanoradians, the
instrument will require a fine pointing system to augment ACS pointing accuracy.
4. ANALYTICAL. MODEI. 1 )ESCRIPTION
To quantify the expected OPD jitter due to RWA harmonics for both noisy (SONATA) and quiet box (POINTS)
interferometers, models of both systems were developed using the Integrated Modelling of Optical Systems (IMOS)
software package. 16 lMOs i5 a powerful ana]~~ica] too] that O))erates in a MA’J’I ,AB environment, and allows the
generation of models that includes the effects of optical, structural, and control parameters.
4.1 RWA disturbance model
The RWA disturbance model actually consists of three separate models: a radial force model, a radial torque
model, and an axial force model. These three models are used to generate five clisturbance spectra: two radial forces,
two radial torques, and an axial force. In developing, the RWA models, an attempt was made to capture the effect
of slight variations in the wheel speecl. To accomplish this, a st ochastic distu rbance model was derived by assuming
that the wheel speed is a uniform random variable over a slllall interval [Ro - dW2, Ro + dR/21, where dR is the

expected wheel speed deviation about the wheel bias speed Ro. The result of this assumption is that the RWA
disturbances are stochastic processes with power spectra that no longer exist only at discrete frequencies.
4.2 Finite clement structural models
130th the POINI’S and SONATA structures were modelled using finite elements. The finite element model of
POINTS uses beam elements (modelling axial, bending, and torsional stiffness). The POINTS model has 64 nodes
and 360 dofs. The SONATA finite element model uses bot}l beam elements and plate elements, resulting in 79 nodes
and 378 dofs. For each model, a uniform modal damping of O. 15% was assumed.
4.3 Optical models
The linear optical models were generated from differential ray traces based on the physical optical prescription
of each of the optical systems. The optical prescriptions consist of opt ical element positions and orientations specified
in three-dimensional space (relative to the structure), and descriptions of the shape of the optical elements (focal
length and eccentricity). From these optical prescriptions, the partial derivatives of the geometric ray trace with
respect to element positions and orientations are generated. ‘I’he linear optical models will then yield optical path
difference as a function of optical element positions. ,
The structural and optical models are then combined, and since they are both linear, the combined model is be
used to generate five transfer functions frc~m the five different RWA disturbances to OPD.
5. ANALYTICAL MODEI, RESUI ,TS-SONA’I’A
Figure 12 shows five RWA PSDS, the corresponding transfer functions to 01’11, and the resulting OPD I’SD. This
analytical data represents the worst case combination of reaction wheels and interferometers (the wheel with the
largest coupling to one of the four SONATA interferometers). For this case, the reaction wheel speed is 1805 RPM,
with an interval width of 50 RPM.
Shown with the OPD F’SD is the cumulative rms. This function visually indicates where the maximum allowable
OPD is breached, in this case at about .85 Hz. The resultingrms OPD is 136 nm, rms, which results in a fringe visibility
loss of 7070.
SONATA is a noisy box interferometer, and thus will employ a pathlength control system for each of its four
interferometers. However, the bandwidth of this control system will be about 100 IIz. The model indicates the
presence of tnany resonances beyond 100 Hz that if driven by reaction wheel harmonics, as in this particular case,
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will cause OP13 vibrations far in excess of the defined maximum allowal~le value. For this reason, SONATA will likely
require a vibration isolation system for its RWA.
6. ANALYTICAT, MODEL RESULTS-POINJ’S
The same strategy was used to generate OP13 jitter predictions for the POINTS instrument. A worst case
combination was again chosen for this exercise (the worst coupling of one of the three modelled reaction wheels with
one of the two POINTS interferometers). Figure 13 shows a specific case where the wheel speed is 2547 RPM, t 25
RPM. The modal environment of the POI NJ’S instrument is significantly less dense than SONATA, however there
are several structural resonances in the 10 to 100 Hz decade that, if driven by RWA harmonics will produce sizable
OPD jitter, as seen in this case where the resulting OPD is 77 I nm, rms. From Eq. 1., this translates to a nearly
complete loss of fringe visibility due to OPD vibrations. As a quiet box interferometer, POINTS will not employ
dynamic pathlength control systems, thus an isolation system for this instrument will be mandatory.
7. A SOLUTION-SASSIE
The design of the JPL six-axis vibration isolation 1 precision-poi~ Iting system was influenced by several different
factors, In light of the IMOS predictions, the ability of the isolatio] I system to provide performance in the event of
an active system failure was heavily weighted. Thus, a completely active, stiff actuator isolation system was not
considered appropriate. A trade study was performed comparing soft suspension isolators that retained active
augmentation capabilities. The trade space is shown in Fig. 14. There was an effcwt to avoid actuation systems that
required exotic power supplies that would be difl;cult to implement in flight hardware. Hence, stiff actuators
(piezoelectric and electrostrictive) in series with soft springs were consiclereci less attractive alternatives to soft
actuators (voice-coils) in parallel to soft springs. Eventual] y, voice coils were chosen for the isolator struts due to their
driver electronics simplicity, low ccmt, and analyzability.
JPL, Hood Technology Corp., and Payload Systems, Inc. are currently developing the Six-Axis Smart Strut
Isolation Experiment (SASSIE) isolation system, which will provide a solution to both the noisy and quiet box
interferometer isolation design problems. The SASSIE isolator is a 6-dof soft suspension with active augmentation.
A photograph of prototype SASSIE hardware is shown in Fig. 15.
Each of the six struts shown in Fig. 15 contains a voice coil in parallel to two soft diaphragm flexures. The axial
compliance of each of the struts is sutllcient to place the modes of the hexapod approximately within the octave
between 20 and 40 H7. Passive isolation performance in six degrees of freedom is provided at frequencies beyond
40 Ilz. SASSI13 isolators used in space will have hexapod eigenvalues a decade lower than this, but the problems
associated with very soft suspensions in I g compelled a stiffer suspension for the prototype isolator. Each strut
contains a force sensor located between the voice coil armature and a cross-blade flexure at the base of the strut.
Inertial sensors can be attached to the iscdator to supplement or replace the force sensors. The voice coils and sensors
.—
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are used in closed loop control systems to augment the isolation per~ormance of the soft suspension. The voice coils
can also be used in conjunction with an optical sensor nlounted on the isolator to provide a precision-pointing
functionality that is applicable to the quiet box interferometer problem, The six struts are arranged in a mutually
orthogonal hexapod, This configuration reduces geometric coupling between actuators, thus making the control
problem more tractable. It also provides a standardized architecture that applies to many proposed missions without
significant modification, resulting in “ofl-the-she]f’ cost savings.
8. NOISY BOX ISOLATOR VALIDATION
The JPL Micro-Precision Interfkrorneter (MPI) is a functional, ~-round-based model of a spaceborne interferometer 17 The MpI Stmcture consists ofthree flexible truss booms that converge at a vertex where sources of vibration
are attached. A noisy box interferorneter, MPI has discrete optical components distributed across the truss structure.
It has high
systems to reduce dynamic
.> bandwidth optical actuators that are used in disturba~ Ice rejection -control
-.
wavefront tilt and 01’1 ) errors. Articulating collecting
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To fulfill its function as a testbed, MPI must provide
a’dynamic environ~ne])t that is comparable to the actual
flight systems that it simulates. A transfer function of
input disturbance force to OPD experimentally acquired
from t}le MPI testbed is compared to an IMOS prediction
of the same transfer function for the SONATA instrument in Fig. 16. Note that the backbone of the transmission functions are comparable, indicating that MPI
adequately synthesizes a spaceborne interferometer
dynan lic environment.
Initial isolation experiments have been performed
using the prototype SASSIE isolator on the MPI testbed
in the dirty box configuration depicted in Fig. 17. The
performance metric for the experiment is the transfer
function of a broadband input force (provided by a minishaker mounted in the vertex of the MPI structure) to
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Fig. 15, Prototype SASSI1 6-axis isolalor.

(solid) vs. SONA7A ((lashed).

OPI)jitter(measured bytheinstrument fringe detector)
depicted in Fig. 18. ‘Yhis transfer function with the
shaker rigidly attachccl to the MPI structure is shown in
Fig. 19.
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The shaker was then mounted on the isolator, which
provides a 6-axis soft suspension. The metric transfer
functions for the rigidly mounted shaker and suspended
shaker (passive isolation ) from 100 - 900 Hz are compared in Fig. 20. The lack of transfer function coherence
at high frequency is caused by the restricted amplitude
capability of the shaker, coupled with the mass-like
transil npedance of the MPI structure.
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Figure 21 shows the comparison of the same transfer functions at lower frequency, where the amplification of shaker vibrations by undamped isolator modes is
made evident, This effect can be reduced by increasing
the loss factor of the hexapod struts.
Six identical, broadband force feedback control systems using the hexapod actuators were closed to augment the passive isolation performance. 18 The effect of
the active isolation system is evident in Fig. 22, where
the passive isolation performance is compared to the
passive isolation with active augment ation performance.
9. QUIET BOX ISOIATIOIWPRECISIONPOINTING TECHNOLOGY DIIVEI.OPMENT
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The prototype SASSIE hexapod has been used in an
isolation experiment on the MPI testbed in the quiet. box
configuration. The reader is directed to Ref. 19 for a
detailed description of the experiment.
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In addition to the isolation functionality, POINTS
also requires a pointing capability. In this case, command signals to the SASSIE actuators are derived from
signals from both isolation and pointing sensors. The
isolation loop rejects high frequency disturbances, while
the pointing loop rejects low frequency disturbances.
For the POINTS instrument, two pointing options exist.
The first is the “nested” configuration, shc)wn in Fig. 23.
In this configuration, the reaction wheels serve both
coarse and fine-pointing functions. Initially, the RWA
adjusts the attitude of the spacecraft using information
from the star tracker with sufficient accuracy to allow
fringe observation from the bright star or guide interferometer. Astrometric information from t}le guide interferometer is then used to drive both the reaction wheels
and the SASSIE pointing system to achieve very high
pointing accuracy. By coupling the reaction wheels and
the SASSIE pointing system with a common sensor, the
nested pointing configuration allows the ACS to
desaturate the SASSIE actuators. If the coarseness of
the reaction wheels is sufficiently small, the ACS, with
information from the interferometer, could be dedicated
to the whole pointing task, and the SASSI.E system could
be dedicated only to vibration isolation. In this condition, a completely passive SASSIE isolator becomes an
option. It is important to note that the nested pointing
configuration is hinged on the assumption that the
interferometer can be integrated with the ACS without
a prohibitive cost increase.
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The block diagram for the “stand- alone” pointing
configuration is shown in Fig, 24, where the ACS and the
SASSIE pointing system are decoupled. This architec-

desired
nl!, !ude

Fig. 24. Sland-alone pointing eonjiguration

ture would be somewhat easier to integrate than the nested configuration. If the ACS is sufficiently accurate (e.g.
0.25 arcsec), the required stroke for the SASSI13 pointing system will not be diff~cult to achieve.
10. CONCLUDING IW;MARKS
Analytical predictions indicate the presence of substantial OPD jitter due to RWA harmonics in frequencies
beyond the bandwidth of the SONATA pathlength control syste]n, resulting in a 70% loss of fringe visibility. To
ensure adequate fringe visibility, the SONATA instrument should {’mploya vibration isolation system foritsreaction
wheel assembly.
An IMOS model of the POINTS instrument predicts significant RWA driven OPD jitter causing a nearly
complete loss of fringe visibility. POINTS, a quiet box interferometer, will not have a dynamic optical control system,
and thus will require an isolation system. Stringent instrument pointing requirements, coupled with the lack of
articulating collecting optics, create the need for the POINTS isolation system to provide a precision-pointing
functionality to relax ACS accuracy requirements.
SASSIE vibration isolationJprecision-pointing technology provides a common solution to the quiet and noisy box
interferometer isolation problems. Results from preliminary active isolation experiments performed on the MPI
testbed using a prototype SAW511? isolator in the noisy box configuration show goocl vibration attenuation.
Future experiments with the prototype SASSIE hardware will include the development of a damping
mechanism for the hexapod resonances, the design of a coupled rrI ulti-input, multi-output active isolation control
system, the implementation of a precision, two-axis pointing system for application to the quiet box interferometer
problem, and the isolation of flight traceable disturbances (a Magellan flight spare reaction wheel) on the MPI
testbed. The knowledge and experience accumulated using the prototype SASS]]’; hardware will be put to use when
a flight SASSIE isolator is developed for a validation test in the s}luttle cargo bay.
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